Daily reading of a text of your choice (e.g. magazine, information sheet, story, joke book, e-book…)
8/6/20
Mon

Maths
Summer Term Week 7 L1
ALTERNATIVE PLANS: Find the
total

English
Genre Focus: Poem (Haiku)
Lesson 3 (we are jumping straight to this lesson but you are welcome to complete 1
and 2 if you want to as well!) – Identify syllables

https://wrm13b48.kxcdn.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/06/Y2Week-7-Alternative-Plan.pdf

https://www.thenational.academy/year-2/english/to-identify-syllables-year2-wk6-3#slide-2

Foundation
Science: Environment Topic
Read climate change slides attached and have a go
at the climate change comparative test.

If you would prefer not to work online, complete ‘English Activity 1’.

Complete task sheets attached.
Tue

Wed

Summer Term Week 7 L2
ALTERNATIVE PLANS: Find the
difference
Complete task sheets attached.

Summer Term Week 7 L3
ALTERNATIVE PLANS: Find change
Complete task sheets attached.

Genre Focus: Poem (Haiku)
Lesson 4 – identify the key features of a Haiku

https://www.thenational.academy/year-2/english/to-identify-the-keyfeatures-of-a-haiku-year-2-wk6-4
If you would prefer not to work online, look at the ‘Haiku Rules’ poster and work
through the attached slides.
Genre Focus: Poem (Haiku)
Lesson 5 – Write a Haiku poem

Art: Summer art skills
Sunflower fork printing (see in resource pack)

https://www.thenational.academy/year-2/english/to-write-a-haiku-year-2wk6-5#slide-3
If you would prefer not to work online, look at the ‘Haiku Rules’ poster and work
through the attached slides.

Thu

Fri

Summer Term Week 7 L4
ALTERNATIVE PLANS: Two-step
problems
Complete task sheets attached.
Summer Term
Week 7 L5 –
Family Maths Challenge – on
Dojo

Reading Comprehension:
The Notebook

Grammar and Punctuation:
Homophone resource 1

History: The Romans
Make a Roman Villa out of recycling!
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/history/handsonhist
ory/romans_villas.pdf

Optional Extras:

Handwriting
practise

Times table
practise

Spellings practise
Homophones: night, knight,
blew, blue, whole, hole
Conjunctions: because, so, that,
or

Fresh air activity:
Make an outdoor
bingo game. Plan a list of things you
need to look for on your walk. Share
this with a friend do they can play on
their walk!

Pick a question from the
talk tasks and have a good
chat about it!

A family activity! Each person has a chance to
take the lead. Everyone else has to mirror what
they do – remember this means you will be using
the opposite arm/leg etc!

Find the Total Task 1

Find the Total Task 2

Add these amounts of money.

3p + 7p + 4p =

Harvey says:

p

£5 + £2 + £1 = £
24p + 7p =

p

39p + 20p =

p

43p + 15p =

p

£3 + 37p = £
£
£10 +

and

If you add a silver
coin and a copper
coin, the total is
an odd number.
Is this always, sometim
or never true?

p

+ 99p = £5 and 99p
p = £10 and 55p

Prove it with
examples.

Find the Total Task 3

Task 4

Alex has £100 to spend in the toy shop.
What two things could he buy?
Prices:

car £25

monkey £18

crocodile £65

train £59
kite £11

boat £47

How many different combinations are there?

Which two items would cost £70?

Answers

Task 1
3p + 7p + 4p = 14p
£5 + £2 + £1 = £8
24p + 7p = 31p

39p + 20p = 59p

43p + 15p =58p

£3 + 37p = £3 and 37p

£5 + 99p = £5 and 99p

£10 + 55p = £10 and 55p

Task 2
50p, 20p, 10p and 2p are all even.

5p and 1p are odd.

Any silver coin added to 1p will give an odd answer except
1p + 5p = 6p (even).

Any silver coin added to 2p will give an even answer, except
2p + 5p = 7p (odd).

So 5p is the exception to the pattern made by the rest of the silver coins.

Task 3
Children combine any two items (except for any combinations
of crocodile, train and boat which would go over £100).
There are twelve possible combinations: car + monkey, car +
crocodile, car + train, car + kite, car + boat, monkey + crocodile, monkey +
train, monkey + kite, monkey + boat, crocodile + kite, train + kite and
kite + boat.
Train and kite would cost £70.

Task 4

Find the Difference Task 1

Find the Difference Task 2
Fran and Ahmed are looking at how
much money they have.

Choose a method to find
the difference between
these amounts.

£23
54p

£61

Ahmed says,
“I have £2 and 35p.”
Fran says,
“I have these coins.
The difference between
our amounts is 48p.”

?
59p

Do you agree?

Explain your answe

Find the Difference Task 3
Use these coins and notes to
make two amounts that have a difference of £5.

You may use each
one more than once.
How many different
possibilities can
you find?

Task 4

Task 1

Answers

£61 - £23 = £38

59p – 54p = 5p
£11 - £9 = £2

90p – 37p = 53p

Encourage children to talk about their methods and whether they counted on
or back.
Task 2

Fran has £2 and 74p.

Fran is wrong. The difference between their amounts is 39p.

Task 3

Children find any combinations with a difference of £5. There are
many possible answers including:
£20 and £15
£10 and £5

£40 and £35

Task 4

Find Change Task 1

Find Change Task 2

Anna visits 4 shops. Work out
how much change she got.
She Buys...
Fruit Shop

She pays
with...

Jake bought an apple for 37p.

Write the
calculation

=
Bakery
=
Toy Shop

=
Sweet Shop

=

−

He was given some change:

−
Jake thinks he’s been given the wrong change.
−

What do you think?

Explain your answer.
−

If Jake bought a banana for 42p instead,
how much change would he get?
What coins could he be given?

Find Change Task 3
Jasmine goes to the supermarket.
She has these coins:

Her items cost 78p.

Which coins will she use to pay?
How much change will she get?

What coins could she have in her change?
Find 5 different possibilities.

Find Change Task 3

Answers

Task 1:

00p − 98p = 2p

50p − 40p = 10p

80p − 75p = 5p

70p − 69p = 1p
Task 2:

100p − 37p = 63p

Jake has been given the wrong change.

The shopkeeper has given him 10p too much because they have made a mistake
in their calculating or got the number bonds to 100 wrong.

100p - 42p = 58p Children choose a combinations of coins that total 58p. For
example: 50p + 5p + 2p + 1p

Task 3:

She will need to use all her three coins to pay.
90p − 78p = 12p

She will get 12p change.

Children choose any combination of coins that total 12p. These could include:
10p + 2p

10p + 1p + 1p

5p + 5p + 2p

5p + 5p + 1p + 1p

2p + 2p + 2p + 2p + 2p + 2p

Task 4

Answers

Two-Step Problems Task 1

Two-Step Problems Task 2
Rachel has these coins in her purse:

She wants to buy these two items:
John buys a packet of crisps and a banana. Use a
bar model to show how much he needed to pay.

p

p

p

He paid with £1. How much change did he get?
p−

p=

She gives the shop keeper these coins.

p

Elena bought fruit juice and an apple. She paid
with 90p. How much change did she get?

Ahmed bought an apple and a banana. He paid
with a 50p coin. How much change did he get?

The shop keeper says she hasn’t
given enough money.
Why?

What coins could she have used?
How much change will she get?

What coins could she get in her change?

How much money will she have in her purse now?

Two-Step Problems Task 3

Task 4

Samuel had saved up £40.

He bought a book and a jigsaw puzzle.

He got £24 change.

How much did the two items cost altogether?
Each item cost a whole number of pounds.
What could each item have cost?

Draw bar models to show four possible answers.

£

£

£

Answers

Task 1
John

19p
100p – 84p = 16p

John gets 16p change

Elena

58p + 27p = 85p

90p – 85p = 5p

Elena gets 5p change

Ahmed

27p + 19p = 46p
50p – 46p = 4p

Ahmed gets 4p change

84p

65p

Answers

Task 2

Rachel has chosen items costing 75p in total. 40p + 35p = 75p
She has given 50p + 20p = 70p which is 5p too little.
She could have given 50p, 20p and 10p, totalling 80p.
80p – 75p = 5p

She would have been given 5p change.

This could have been in the following forms:

5p

2p, 2p, 1p

2p, 1p, 1p, 1p

1p, 1p, 1p, 1p, 1p

She will have 29p left

Task 3

£40 - £24 = £16

The two items cost £16.

Accept any four correct combinations. Bar models should show approximately
the correct proportions.

For example:
£5

£16

£11

Task 4

English Activity 1: identifying syllables
When we say a word, the sounds we create naturally divide the word into parts. We call
these parts “syllables.” For example, the word “machine” has two parts: ma-chine. The
word “important” has three parts: im-por-tant.
Clapping whilst saying words out loud can help you to count the number of syllables in a
word.
Read these words and indicate whether the words have 1, 2 or 3 syllables.
Word
e.g. child/ren
Helpdesk
Seventh
Chimpanzee
Champion
Thundering
Ten
Monkey
December
Dinosaur
Tiger
Area
Laptop
Computer
Cookie
Umbrella
Sandwich
Bear

One
Syllable

Two
Syllables

Three
Syllables

Answers:
Read these words and indicate whether the words have 1, 2 or 3 syllables.
Word
e.g. child/ren
Help/desk
Se/venth
Chim/pan/zee
Champ/i/on
Thun/der/ing
Ten
Mon/key
De/cem/ber
Di/no/saur
Ti/ger
a/re/a
Lap/top
Com/pu/ter
Coo/kie
Um/brell/a
Sand/wich
Bear

One
Syllable

Two
Syllables

Three
Syllables

What is a Haiku?

Photo courtesy of Guilhem Vellut(@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence - attribution

What is a Haiku?

Photo courtesy of Tim Green(@flickr.com) - granted under creative commons licence - attribution

What is a Haiku?
•
•
•

Let’s have a go!

Summer
hot sunshine
swimming

holiday
games
warm sand

Let’s have a go!

Summer
hot sunshine
swimming

holiday
games
warm sand

Summer

Summer

Let’s have a go!

Plenary

•
•
•

Reading extract and questions:
Year 2

The Notebook
Set A/B

Layla was in a grump. A stompy, clumpy grump.
Baby-Jo had been crying and wailing all morning. Dad had been trying
everything but it hadn’t worked. He had changed her, fed her, tickled her,
rocked her and sung to her but she was still not happy.
“I think it might be her teeth,” Dad explained.
“I’ve got teeth and I don’t grump,” grumped Layla.
“We’ve got to go to the big shop. Maybe that will calm her down,” said Dad.
“If not, we can get her a cool chew toy. That might do the trick.”
The walk to the big shop did not calm her down. Baby-Jo wiggled and wailed in her buggy all the way there.
Layla wiggled and wailed on the inside. Why couldn’t she have a cool toy too?
Her mood did not improve when they were inside the shop. Could she have a comic? No. Could they get
some Choco-rice? No. Could they have spicy chips for tea? No – not healthy.
Then, Layla saw it. There, on the shelf, was a beautiful little notebook with sequins
you could stroke up and down to change the picture. In fact, there were two – a
purple one and a pale blue one. Layla loved them both. Dad was busy with Baby-Jo
who was really screaming now. Quick as a flash, Layla grabbed the pale blue book
and tucked it into the trolley between the bag of apples and a bottle of squash.
She was just in time. At that moment, Dad looked
around and asked her to get a bag of nappies from the shelves on the other
side.
When they went to pay, Layla quickly hid the pale blue notebook under some
other cartons and then went to the other end to put their things into their
bags. Then she gasped. Dad pulled out a purple, sparkly notebook and gave it
to the man to scan. “That’s for being so good,” he smiled.
“Thanks, Dad!” said Layla in a sad voice.
“I thought you’d be happy,” said Dad.
“I am,” said Layla and she flung her arms around him. Meanwhile,
a little hand found the pale blue book and tucked it behind the
boxes of chewing gum near the till.

Questions for

The Notebook
Set A

Vocabulary:

1. Layla was in a grump … In this sentence, in a grump means … Tick one.
having a daydream

doing a dance

in a bad mood

in her bed

2. “We’ve got to go to the big shop, Maybe that will calm her down. What does calm her down mean?
_________________________________________________________________
3. … under some other cartons … In this sentence, cartons means … Tick one.
bags

books

coins

boxes

Identify key aspects
4. What did Dad say he might get for Baby-Jo at the big shop?
_________________________________________________________________
5. Name two things that Layla was not allowed to get in the big shop.
a.________________________________

b. _____________________________

6. What colour was the notebook that Layla grabbed?
_________________________________________________________________
Inference
7. Layla wiggled and wailed on the inside … What does this mean? Tick one.
She was cross but didn’t show it.

She had a poorly tummy.

She was hungry.

She was tired of walking.

8. Why did Layla hide the notebook?
_________________________________________________________________

Sequence
9. Number the sections from 1 to 4 to show the order in which they happen.
Layla got a bag of nappies from the shelves.
Dad rocked Baby-Jo.
They went to pay.
They walked to the big shop.

Predict
10. What do you think Layla will do next time she really wants something from the shop?
_______________________________________________________________________________

Questions for

The Notebook
Set B

Vocabulary:

1. … wailing all morning … In this sentence, wailing means … Tick one.
moaning

fishing

playing

feeding

2. … “That might do the trick.” … In this sentence, do the trick means … Tick one.
make the baby laugh

make it right

make a magic spell

make the baby cold

3. Look at the paragraph beginning Her mood … Find and copy a word that means get better.
_________________________________________________________________
Identify key aspects
4. Name two things Dad did to try to cheer up Baby-Jo.
a.________________________________

b. _____________________________

5. How did Dad take Baby-Jo to the shop?
_________________________________________________________________
6. What did Dad ask Layla to get from the shelves?
_________________________________________________________________
Inference
7. “I think it might be her teeth,” Dad explained … what did he mean? Tick one.
Baby-Jo had bitten herself.

Baby-Jo’s teeth were dirty.

Baby-Jo’s teeth were hurting.

Baby-Jo couldn’t eat.

8. Why did Layla gasp when Dad pulled out a purple notebook?
_________________________________________________________________

Sequence
9. Number the parts of the story from 1 to 4 to show the order in which they happen.
Layla hugs Dad.
Layla sees some beautiful notebooks.
Layla was in a bad mood.
Dad buys a purple notebook.
Predict
10. What do you think the man at the till will say when he finds the pale blue notebook by the chewing
gum?
_________________________________________________________________

Answers for The Notebook
Set A:
Vocabulary:
1. in a bad mood
2. make her stop crying/make her be quiet/make her relax
3. boxes
Retrieval:
4. a cool chew toy
5. Accept any two from: comic/Choco-rice/spicy chips.
6. pale blue
Inference:
7. She was cross but didn’t show it.
8. She didn’t want her dad to see that she had taken it (without him saying she could).
Sequence:
9.
Layla got a bag of nappies from the shelves.

3

Dad rocked Baby-Jo.

1

They went to pay.

4

They walked to the big shop.

2

Predict:
10. Accept any answers that suggest she had learnt her lesson, e.g. ask nicely and not just take.
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Answers for The Notebook

Set B:

Vocabulary:
1. moaning
2. make it right
3. improve
Retrieval:
4. Accept any two from: changed her, fed her, tickled her, rocked her and sung to her. Also accept that he
took her to the big shop.
5. in the buggy
6. (a bag of) nappies
Inference:
7. Baby-Jo’s teeth were hurting.
8. She gasped because she had already put the pale blue notebook in with the shopping.
Sequence:
9.
Layla hugs Dad.

4

Layla sees some beautiful notebooks.

2

Layla was in a bad mood.

1

Dad buys a purple notebook.

3

Predict:
10. Accept answers that reflect that the book is in the wrong place, e.g. “What’s that doing there?” or
“How did that get there?” or “Perhaps they didn’t want it after all.”
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Year 2
Homophones 1
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Homophones 1
Choose the correct homophone to complete each of the sentences below and
write it on the line.

The teacher could not ___________ what the boy was saying
because the children were making too much noise.

here

hear

I wasn’t sure whether the answer to the calculation was
________ or five.

two

All the children were ___________ in the DT lesson because they
were concentrating on their designs.

quiet

quite

As he walked along the shore, he stared out at the ___________
and wondered what creatures lurked in its depths.

see

sea

All the countries on the map are labelled with ___________
national flag beside them.

The storm hammered wildly at the door and the wind howled as
it ___________ dust down the chimney and into the fireplace.

too

to

their they’re there

blew

blue

Insert the correct homophone into each of the sentences below. Use the picture as a clue.

Through the towering trees, the __________________
rode swiftly on his horse towards the distant castle.

The American black __________________ is an omnivore
which eats plants and berries but also fish.

Answers: Homophones 1
Included in each answer is a possible strategy that teachers could use to support pupils in
remembering each homophone.

1. hear: you hear with your ear
2. two: link to twice and twins where you can hear the ‘w’
3. quiet: ends with a ‘t’ like silent
4. sea: you see with two eyes
5. their: the r not the e
6. blew: the wind blew

1. knight: a knight protects the king; pronounce the word k-night
2. bear: bears have ears

Climate Change

Sunflower
Fork Printing
You will need:
• a piece of white
card (A4 or A3)
• a fork

• green paint
• brown paint
• a paint brush

• yellow paint

• water pot
• a tooth brush

1

Get a piece of card and place it in front of you in portrait.

2

Carefully paint the underneath of a fork with yellow
paint using a brush.

3

Pressing down with the fork, repeat creating a circular
pattern leaving a space in the middle. You may need to
apply more paint to your fork and go over the circle.

4

Wash your brush in the water pot and dip it on to the
green paint. Paint a stem from the flower head down to
the bottom of the page. Paint a leaf on to each side too.

visit twinkl.com

5

Wash your brush using the water pot and dip it into
brown paint. Apply the brown paint to the tooth brush.

6

Carefully print in the circle inside the yellow fork printing
using the toothbrush. You may need to keep applying
brown paint to the toothbrush.

Top Tip:
You could choose to create a different flower using the same printing method.
You could try daffodils or tulips.

visit twinkl.com

Talk Task:

